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Topics We’ll Cover…

Current Trends

Case studies

Credit Administration



Charge-Offs



Non-Performing Loans



Bank Failures



Credit Union Failures

 2012 14

 2013 18

 2014 11

 YTD 2015 9



Problem Banks



Troubled Credit Unions

 At the end of 2014, assets in CAMEL code 
3, 4 and 5 rated credit unions dropped to 
$109.6 billion, compared to $122.4 billion 
at the end of 2013.

 The number of troubled credit unions also 
declined to 276 at the end of 2014, down 
10.1 percent for the year.



CAMEL Ratings

 In all, 4.4 percent of all federally insured 
credit unions were troubled in 2014, 
compared to 4.7 percent in 2013.

 At the end of 2014, troubled credit unions 
held just 1 percent of the system’s assets.



BKD’s Median Observations on 
Classified Assets to Capital



Commercial & Industrial Loans



Loan Growth

 Loan growth has been modest 
 10% at credit unions

 6% at banks

 Led by institutions showing large growth 
rates

 Many are still struggling to find growth



Commercial Mortgage 
Opportunities?



Current Risks

 Growth and earnings pressures 
 Changing credit risk tolerances

 Intense competition

 Easing of underwriting standards
 More policy exceptions, often multiple exceptions



Current Risks

 Growth and earnings pressures continued 
 Doing more with less
 Underwriting

 Monitoring

 Reaching for yield while increasing credit risk

 New loan types requiring specialists

 Sacrificing loan quality in favor of growth



Current Risks

 Growth and earnings pressures continued 
 In general, high level of strategic risk as 

banks and credit unions adapt to sluggish 
growth and low rates



Easing Credit Standards

 Erosion of underwriting standards
 Leveraged lending

 Indirect lending
 60% of auto loans in 4th qtr. 2014 had terms of 

72 months or more (OCC)

 Average advance in 4th quarter 2014 was 137% 
(and 150% for subprime).

 Construction and development lending



Easing Credit Standards

 Risk layering
 Increased collateral advance rates

 Not requiring/ lowering guarantees

 Extended interest only payments and longer 
amortization

 Increasing policy exceptions

 Loosening financial covenants



Growth and Delinquency

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3
Loans $10MM $20MM $40MM

Delinquent $60M $400M $1,200M

Percent 0.60% 2.0% 3.0%



Growth and Delinquency

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3
Loans $10MM $20MM $40MM

Delinquent $60M $400M $1,200M

Percent of prior

Year Loans 4.0% 6.0%

 Delinquency is a lagging indicator of credit 
quality



CASE STUDY #1

 Real estate investor – lower priced rental 
homes

 Rapid Growth

 Weakening cash flow



CASE STUDY #1

2003 2004 2005

Available for DS (NOI) $861M  $862M $596M

(Global)

Estimated DS $674M $1,019M $1,050M

Excess/Shortfall $187M      ($157M)      ($454M)

Debt Coverage Ratio 1.27 0.85 0.57



CASE STUDY #1

Guarantor’s PFS
Cash $              800M

Real Estate $22,261M

Total Assets $27,305M

Mortgage Debt $17,382M

Net Worth $  9,910M



CASE STUDY #1

The Bank’s Perspective:
 Bank analyzed each loan based on projections 

which showed positive results.  It performed a 
global cash flow analysis, but discounted the 
negative results.

 “He doesn’t report all of his income.”
 Bank was comforted by the $800M of cash on 

the PFS and the $9.9MM net worth.
 He always paid as agreed!



CASE STUDY #1

Consider however:

 How much NOI should $22MM of real 
estate produce?  $1.1MM to $1.5MM.

 How short is the cash flow on covering 
just interest on $17MM of debt?  $350M.

 What value might an NOI of $596M 
support?  Maybe $12MM or so.



CASE STUDY #1

Result:

 Fraud by the borrower

 Loss of over 50% of the bank’s loans

 A loss they could have easily avoided



Drivers of Credit Risk

 Economy

 Credit administration

 Concentrations

 Structural weakness in loans



Drivers of Credit Risk

 Credit Administration
 Number one driver of risk

 Shaping how your bank will look in the next 
economic downturn
 Policy

 Underwriting

 Monitoring

 Collecting



Drivers of Credit Risk

 Concentrations

 Concentrations can be dangerous
 Always view in terms of capital
 Limit?

 Percent that might migrate to problem status if 
economy turns?

 Percent of loan that might be lost?



Drivers of Credit Risk

 Structural Weakness
 Indefinite or speculative loan purpose

 Overly liberal repayment program

 Nonexistent, weak or waived covenants

 Inadequate debt-service coverage

 Repayment or coverage based on speculative 
values



Drivers of Credit Risk

 Structural Weakness continued
 Inadequate financial analysis

 Inadequate collateral

 Lack of guarantor



Case Study #2

 Contractor – commercial roofing

 Bank customer – 1.5 years

 Bank had renewed and increased the 
line three months earlier using the 2014 
numbers.



Case Study #2

2011 2012 2013 2014
Sales $3,002 $3,582 $3,231 $2,313

Net Profit ($48) ($143) $202 $25

Traditional cash flow measures for 2013 and 
2014 were satisfactory.



Case Study #2

2011 2012 2013 2014

AR $1,187 $1,528 $1,127 $1,330

AP $   357 $   671 $   330 $   319

Line $   711 $1,000 $   788 $   963

AR Turn 144 156 127 210

Debt/Worth 3.24 3.95 3.80 4.87

Cash flow after ($192) ($166) ($3) ($259)
debt service (UCA)

Loan officer indicated in loan presentation that the 210 day AR turn was a “timing issue and not 
management issue.”



Case Study #2

12/31/14 Borrowing Base

Accts Receivable $1,330M

Less over 90 days (25)

Net Eligible $1,305M  x 80% = $1,044M

Line $   963M

Excess Availability $     81M



Case Study #2

+Traditional cash flow is positive.

+Leverage is high, but they have positive equity 
and appear to be able to weather some ups and 
downs.

-The receivable turn is increasing.

-The Bank increased the line.

-Borrowing base appears to have errors

-UCA cash flow is negative.



Case Study #2

Result:

 Fraud – borrower made up a lot of 
receivables and/or did not properly age 
them.

 Bank lost about $400M.



Credit Risk Identification:  What we 
hear…

 Their family has banked here for years

 I drive by the business/project all the time

 It is a timing issue

 They have a great backlog

 This is the premier manufacturer of 
widgets in the county

 They are well respected in the community



Credit Risk Identification:  What we 
hear…

 They can live on $10,000 per year

 If they don’t pay, their parents will

 We have plenty of collateral

 We have a strong guarantor

 The examiners didn’t downgrade it

 They have always paid as agreed!



Risk Identification

 Why is early identification critical?
 Knowledge is power

 First in line

 It has an impact on your institution’s capital

 Early recognition reflects well on you

 Not recognizing the issues often makes the 
outcome worse



Early Warning Signs of Problems

 Decline in sales
 Weakness in traditional cash flow
 Strain on working capital
 Line usage
 Accounts receivable turnover
 High leverage
 Credit scores



Cash flow is short…how is the 
loan being paid?
 Working capital management
 Unpaid real estate or payroll taxes

 Collecting receivables faster

 Stretching payments to the trade

 Increasing your line usage

 Decreasing cash / Overdrafts

 Equity or other source of cash injection



Early Warning Signs – Working 
Capital

2007 2008 2009
Shortfall after Debt Service $0 ($100) ($175)
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Early Warning Signs – Working 
Capital

2007 2008 2009
Shortfall after Debt Service $0 ($100) ($175)

Receivables $1,000 $800 $600
Inventory $700 $750 $500
Current Assets $1,700 $1,550 $1,100

====== ====== ======
Bank Line $1,130 $1,100 $975
Payables $350 $325 $300
Current Liabilities $1,480 $1,425 $1,275

====== ====== ======

Working Capital $220 $125 ($175)

Cash Freed Up $95 $300
Bank Debt/(AR + Inventory) 66.5% 71.0% 88.6%



Case Study #3

Existing bank customer with $550,000 of exposure, graded OAEM.  
Payments are always timely

12/31/11 12/31/12

Net profit $52M $54M

Debt coverage ratio 0.89 0.93

Net Worth ($201M) ($174M)

Working capital ($200M) ($379M)

AR + Inventory total $690M $670M

Bank line, overdraft and

accounts payable total $890M $1,049

4



Case Study #3

How did they make payments?

 Reduced AR & inventory by $20M while increasing associated 
debt to bank & trade by $159M

 This created funds of $179M to borrower
In July 2013, borrower requested a short term $150M increase in their line to 
be repaid in October

 Bank granted this request using 12/31/12 financial statement
After the loan was granted, Bank obtained 6 month July 2013 financial 
statement showing a $200M loss

 This is a contractor & receivables offer little value at liquidation

 Bank lost $250M

4



Credit Administration – Operational 
Risk

 Financial statement exceptions and 
monitoring

 Loan operations
 Loans booked as approved

 Non-accrual tracking

 Collateral documents



Credit Administration – Operational 
Risk

 Construction loan disbursements
 Equity in the project

 Equity up front

 Lending against stored or ordered materials

 Quality of fixtures, trim, etc. on homes being 
completed today

 Landscaping

 All funds advanced with work still to be completed



Credit Administration – Operational 
Risk

 Borrowing bases

 Floor plan lending



Example:  Food 
Processor/Distributor

FYE 1 FYE 2 FYE 3 FY 4-8 mos

Sales $8,950 $7,200 $6,500 $2,700

Profit $   101 $       4 ($  346) ($  525)

Equity $   903 $   922 $   542 $      17

Debt/Equity 2.81 3.25 8.71 235.3

Working

Capital $   270 ($ 240) ($1,105) ($1,280)

Cash Freed Up $   510 $    865 $    175

(Change in WC)
53



Example:  Food 
Processor/Distributor

FYE 1 FYE 2 FYE 3 FY 4-8 mos

Bank Line $1,175 $1,497 $2,230 $2,260

Bank Line/

(AR + Inv.) 55% 73% 110% 121%

(Line + AP)/

(AR + Inv.) 75% 105% 153% 156%

54



Summary

 Growth creates risk and the current environment is 
causing a shift in many institutions approach to 
growth

 Look closely at some of the new loan growth and the 
risk.

 The actions you take today are the foundation of 
how your institution will fare in the next economic 
downturn

 Importance of objectively looking at your practices 
and the risks created
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